to put himself out some. Any good pro job is work, but that's what we are supposed to do. It seems to me that a lot of the fellows who holler about the pro business are fellows who think the pro job ought to be a vacation, and that a pro is doing O. K. on the job when he looks pretty and plays now and then. It'll be a great thing for these boys when they realize they have to get after business the same as any other business man, and they have to be courteous and solicitous even to the punkest dub."

Grant has no complaint about time dragging on his job. He has plenty to do as sales manager, instructor, reception committee, merchandiser of playing equipment, advertising manager, stage manager and tournament conductor. Each detail of the job he considers of vital importance and does a masterly job of handling each of these phases of business getting and operating.

Lynnfield Center is not the prize spot of the universe for a money-making fee course but this sort of work by Grant and a policy of encouraging a good pro on the part of the course owners has given the Sagamore Springs plant an earning record that establishments in larger cities might envy. And after all, when the plant is making a profit, the owners are going to put more money into the facilities to increase profits, and in the end the players benefit most of all.

**Member Care That Helps Course Superintendents**

*By C. C. CROW (In "Oregon Golf")*

**GOLF IS A** gentleman's game. It calls for polite consideration of the other members of your foursome. Consideration for the caddies and an appreciation of the influence the player has upon them. Consideration for a strict observance of all rules and customs of play, and last but not least, consideration for the course.

A golf course is not policed like a barracks, a national forest camp grounds or a city park. A thoughtful golfer does not need to have someone follow him around with a waste paper basket and a set of garden tools. He takes a personal pride in doing those things which he ought to do. He has the greatest of consideration for his course, realizing that the condition in which it is kept determines to a large extent the pleasure of his game.

Did you ever make a long drive into the rough and go to what from a distance appeared to be your ball and find that it was a crumpled cigarette wrapper or part of a score card, then as a result lose the line on your shot and probably lose the ball? Did you ever find matches and cigarette stubs carelessly left lying on a green? This happens every day to someone. The man who litters up a golf course with trash of this sort is thoughtless in the extreme. Provision is made on every tee for the disposition of refuse and there is no excuse for any player not observing this rule.

Then there is the replacement of divots. As the season advances the replacing of divots becomes increasingly important. Deep holes gouged out of a fairway now quickly become dry and constitute not only an unsightly scar in the turf, but also an unfair hazard that penalizes good and bad players alike. There is no satisfactory halfway method of replacing a divot. It is incumbent upon the player to see to it that his caddie picks up the divot and replaces it *carefully in the exact spot where it came from.*

And now we come to sand traps. It is astonishing how few men give any thought as to how they should walk in and out of a sand trap, to say nothing of smoothing over their tracks. The thoughtful player always enters a trap at the point which will enable him to reach his ball in the fewest number of steps. To carelessly walk the full length of a sand trap to a ball which is near the opposite end is inexcusable and is grossly unfair to other players, who then have the added hazard of numerous deep footprints out of which it is frequently impossible to make a satisfactory recovery shot.

It should not be necessary to have rigid rules governing the treatment a golf course is to receive from players. Common sense and an appreciation for his own property should prompt every intelligent man to have consideration for his golf course. During these days when the average golf club is finding it necessary to practice more economy than usual, it is doubly incumbent upon the player to do his utmost to make it possible for the greenskeeper to maintain the course in good shape with a minimum of expense and that calls for more consideration of tees, fairways, rough, sand traps and greens, and instead of detracting from the pleasure of the game, such co-operation adds to it.